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Examine the diverse ways animal bodies function at both the systemic and cellular levels with this vital resource. It brings you clear coverage essential to understanding the clinical relevance of anatomical and physiological principles. Fully updated and written by respected veterinary technician educators, this popular textbook is the practical, comprehensive foundation for your success in veterinary technology. Clinical application boxes help you sharpen your skills and apply principles to practice. Test Yourself boxes throughout chapters emphasize important study points. An extensive glossary provides quick reference to hundreds of important terms and definitions. Over 300 new illustrations help you identify structures with rich, realistic clarity. A NEW full color format visually enhances your understanding of anatomic and physiologic concepts. Four NEW chapters give you the latest insight on the chemical basis of life, nutrition and metabolism, pregnancy, development, and lactation, and reptile and amphibian anatomy and physiology. A revised chapter on the cardiovascular system helps you most effectively comprehend the complex functions of the heart and blood vessels.
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**Customer Reviews**

For veterinary technicians and their professors, this book is a gift. It not only teaches the basics of anatomy and physiology but covers comparative domestic animal anatomy as well. No longer will the vet tech have to depend on human anatomy texts or buy expensive, huge volumes on each separate animal. The book is beautifully written and distills complex, large topics into simple
manageable material. For veterinarians, the book is a great way to quickly review anatomy of all the species. For the nonprofessional reader, it would be a fascinating look at how animals are the same and yet different. The diagrams alone are worth the purchase.

Finally a clear, well written Anatomy & Physiology textbook for Vet Techs! No more interpolating from the human anatomy books. This book is well written, with clear and easily understood illustrations. It may become difficult to find this book "used" in the next few years; it is a book I will keep long after the course is over, to refer to in other classes. The sidebar on nutrition was especially helpful in another class this year.

This is a great book for those of us going to school for vet. tech. It has clinical applications, a huge glossary, great pictures and is very easy to understand. It covers all the systems, detailed pictures of organs, a great section on cells and it even covers birds also! It combines anatomy and physiology all in one place. It does not jump around like other texts do.

If only I had known this book was available in the beginning, I would of bought it straight away. Using this book alongside my other training manuals has made a huge difference in learning. This book surprised me with how invaluable it is, the content and the way it is structured has made a huge difference to the way I am learning and how I am learning. I would recommend this book for any veterinary assistant or veterinary technician, starting out or even half way through your studies.

I have always been impressed with the first edition of this text, and when I got the 2nd, I was pleased to see that they have managed to make it even better. The information is presented in a clear format that makes the topics easy to understand. Explanations are not overly technical, but you still come away with a good understanding of the topic. There’s lots of pictures and diagrams, as well as interesting information boxes, so it’s not a dull, boring read. It helps you to understand the topic and if you want to move on to a more detailed text, it will give you a very solid base so you will be able to get into the more technical or involved aspects without being completely lost. I *highly* recommend this text for anyone who wants to learn animal A&P but is intimidated by more technical texts. By the time you get through this text you will be ready to tackle more detailed ones without any problem.

This textbook is pretty good information for those who are studying anatomy and physiology for the first time. However, it lacks the development of information at times for the functions I and
descriptions of bones. Also, if you are a graphic learner, this book falls behind in terms of pictures. I found that I really needed to absorb what was observed in the lab to connect it with the information in this book. Overall, it's a good start to learning the basics of anatomy and physiology.

This item is a must have for all Vet Techs from juniors to seniors, youngens to oldies. It has great easy to read and understand text. I have seriously fallen in love with this book and definatly agree that it will be hard to find second hand in the future. Pictures are awsome. Definatly recommend this one for all Vet Techs out there.

THIS PRODUCT GOES ALONG NICELY WITH THE A&P TEXT BOOK, AND INCLUDES MORE PICTURES TO RELATE THE DIFFERENT BONES AND MUSCLES TO THEN THE CORRESPONDING TEXT BOOK.
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